
Storm Group Gutters Announces New Gutter
Guard Systems

gutter guards Minneapolis

Storm Group Gutters (www.stormgroupGutters.com) of
Minneapolis MN introduces Xtreme Gutter Guard covers for
gutter systems.

MINNEAPOLIS, MN, UNITED STATES, September 8, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Introducing Xtreme Gutter Guard
covers for gutter systems now being offered by the company
Storm Group Gutters. They have decided after doing their
due diligence that these gutter guards are the go-to solution
for their customer base. The fine framework of the micro
mesh system for these gutter guards tops all other systems
available on the market. The micro mesh screen is stainless
steel, and while it prevents even accumulation of small debris, water continues to flow through freely.

Company spokesman, Dmitry Lipinskiy, stated that "Xtreme Gutter Guards indeed are the best gutter
covers Minneapolis has to offer, and customers of Storm Group Gutters expect nothing less than the
best. These new gutter guards are the perfect addition to help keep gutters clean for years and to
prevent water damage."

Lipinskiy continued, "Imagine a micro mesh gutter guard working to take on 60 gallons of water each
and every minute. That's incredible and a very valuable asset for a home in Minnesota, where
extreme weather conditions are common. At the same time, all the smaller bits of debris are kept out
as mentioned. There is no more ladder climbing in the springtime or the fall for Minnesota residents if
they opt for these new gutter guards. You can bank on the fact that these guards are a wise and safe
investment that help gutter systems work much more efficiently."

Storm Group Gutters in Minneapolis brings you the best in both guards and covers for your gutter
system. Keep your gutters clean and free of leaves and other debris. Allow the water to flow freely
with these durable guards and again, no more climbing! 

If you want additional information about Storm Group Gutters and the new product offerings, visit the
company website at StormGroupGutters.com.
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